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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at
least one question from each Unit.

Unit I

1. (a) Name the various flow diagrams which a
chemical engineer uses to show the
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equipment and unit operations in overall

processes. Explain by giving examples. 8

(b) Write a short note on health and safety

hazards. 7

2. (a) Write a note on degree of freedom

analysis. 7

(b) Write a note on Environmental Protection.

8

Unit II

3. (a) Explain cost index in detail. 7

(b) What is nominal and effective rate of

interest ? Develop relationship between

effective and nominal rate of interest. 8

4. (a) Write a note on Present Wealth and

Discount. 7

(b) Explain various factors affecting

investment and production cost. 8

Unit III

5. (a) What is Depreciation ? Describe different

types of depreciation. 7

(b) What do you understand by single unit

and group depreciation ? 8

6. Explain different types of insurance. 15

Unit IV

7. (a) Name various mathematical methods for

profitability evaluation. 7

(b) Explain Break-even Point. 8

8. A machine costs Rs. 22,000 and its salvage

value after its useful life of 5 years is Rs.

4,000. Earnings for different years excluding

depreciation cost are :

Year : 1 2 3 4 5

Earnings (Rs.) : 2000 6000 8000 12000 14000

What is Discounted cash flow of Return ? 15
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